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Abstract— In this paper, we focus on the problem of inferring
underlying human preferences from a sequence of raw visual
observations in tabletop manipulation environments with a va-
riety of object types, named Visual Preference Inference (VPI).
To facilitate visual reasoning in the context of manipulation,
we introduce the Chain-of-Visual-Residuals (CoVR) method.
CoVR employs a prompting mechanism that describes the
difference between the consecutive images (i.e., visual residuals)
and incorporates such texts with a sequence of images to
infer the user’s preference. Code and videos are available at:
https://joonhyung-lee.github.io/vpi/

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent research has actively focused on aligning the be-
haviors of a robot or AI systems to match user preferences,
thereby enhancing interaction and task performance effi-
ciency [1]. Commonly, robotic behaviors have mainly relied
on manually designed features through scalar values [2]–[4].
However, these approaches are limited in that preferences
have yet to be extended to visual features from images that
enable capturing the context of the current scene intuitively.
The recent advances in Multimodal Large Language Models
(MLLMs) have been in the integration of direct sensory
perception into the reasoning processes, improving the abil-
ity to interpret and generate human-like responses [5]–[7].
Furthermore, MLLMs have achieved human-like reasoning
performances in a variety of robotic tasks [8]–[10].

In this work, our goal is to extract human preferences
from raw visual information such as semantic (e.g., color
and shape) or spatial (e.g., arrangement pattern) features.
Specifically, we focus on inferring the human preferences
that require visual understanding aligned with the user’s
intentions within robotic manipulation tasks. Hence, we
introduce the task of extracting user’s preferences solely
from visual representations, referred to as VPI which stands
for Visual Preference Inference. To this end, we propose
Chain-of-Visual-Residuals (CoVR) prompting, a method
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Fig. 1: Visual Preference Inference (VPI) Tasks. We define
VPI tasks as reasoning user preferences based on an image
sequence. Specifically, the task involves a robot that moves
objects to target locations, following user instructions via
mouse clicks that provide which object to move and where
to place it.

that involves a series of intermediate visual reasoning steps
leading to the end response. In particular, CoVR consists of
two phases: 1) Visual Reasoning Descriptor (VRD), which
maps user interaction with image inputs into scene descrip-
tions that focus on capturing both semantic attributes of
objects and changes in the geometric relationships between
objects, and 2) Preference Reasoning Descriptor (PRD),
which predicts a suitable preference considering the inter-
actions of object manipulation.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we address the problem of extracting
human preferences from visual representations (i.e., a set
of RGB images), referred to as VPI: Visual Preference
Inference. In particular, we focus on tabletop manipulation
tasks and formulate VPI to interpret human preferences
using a sequence of n images I = {I1, I2, · · · , In} obtained
from a camera mounted on the end effector. Our method fo-
cuses on analyzing visual signals from images to understand
both the semantic and geometric properties of the objects in
the scene. Specifically, the semantic property contains object

https://joonhyung-lee.github.io/vpi/


Fig. 2: Overview of Chain-of-Visual-Residuals: CoVR prompting involves generating visual reasoning descriptions of
consecutive images and chaining these descriptions for interpreting human preferences from the scene sequences.

color, shape, and category, and the geometric property cor-
responds to inferring the relative positions between objects,
and displacements.

We propose Chain-of-Visual-Residuals (CoVR) prompt-
ing, a method that connects visual understandings to reason
about preferences from a long-horizon image sequence. Our
proposed approach is comprised of two key components:
Visual Reasoning Descriptor (VRD) in Sec. II-A and Pref-
erence Reasoning Descriptor (PRD) in Sec. II-B.

A. Visual Reasoning Descriptor

Our goal is to identify which object has moved between
two consecutive images and how the geometric relationship
of objects has changed while simultaneously inferring the
semantic properties of each object. To this end, we present
Visual Reasoning Descriptor (VRD) which translates input
images into natural language scene descriptions referred
to as visual residuals. Visual residual V contains both the
semantic properties of the objects and the difference in the
objects’ configurations between consecutive image pairs and
consists of three components: {lsemantic, lgeometric, ldescription}.
lsemantic describes the semantic property of two objects (i.e.,
source object and target object) that have moved in between
the image pairs and have been involved in this movement,
lgeometric corresponds to the spatial arrangement of the result-
ing relationship between two objects, and ldescription refers
to the scene description of consecutive image pairs. VRD
process can be formulated as:

VRD(In−1, In) → Vn−1 := {lsemantic
n−1 , lgeometric

n−1 , ldescription
n−1 },

where n represent image sequence index and Vn describes
visual residual for the image pair (In−1, In).

Building upon this formulation, we provide the MLLM
with the instructions along with the whole image sequence
I. However, when handling a large number of images,
MLLMs tend to suffer from a lack of accuracy in inter-
preting scene information. To handle this issue, VRD first
extracts the given image sequence into consecutive pairs and
computes visual residual V by utilizing few-shot prompting

where the prompts are given as follows:1

I will give you a set of images [image1, image2, . . . , imageN].
The goal is to reason about the geometric and semantic
properties of objects in an image sequence.
Format:
- geometric property
- semantic property
- description
[Examples]
How did the objects move between the [image1] and [image2]?
The geometric relationship between objects contains
[Geometric Relationships], while their semantic properties
include [Semantic Property].

As above, the VRD recognizes both the geometric and
semantic properties of objects and provides a textual scene
description to identify which objects have been moved and
the corresponding relationships in between images.

For example in the case of Fig. 2-(I1, I2), scene descrip-
tion can be prompted by VRD to link object names (“ap-
ple”, “orange drink”), semantic attribute (“sphere-shaped”),
and geometric relationship (“in front of”). The generated
response ( highlighted ) is as follows:

geometric property: in front of
semantic property: source object: apple, red, sphere shaped,

target object: orange drink, orange, cylinder shaped

description: Move the apple in front of the orange drink.

Here, the source object describes the object that has moved
in between these image pairs and the target object refers
to the object that has been involved in this movement. We
repeat this process iteratively to obtain visual residuals from
all the successive image pairs.

B. Preference Reasoning Descriptor

To interpret the overall preference from the obtained
sequence of visual residuals V = {V1, · · · , Vn−1} between
an image sequence I of length n, we propose Preference
Reasoning Descriptor (PRD) to interpret user preferences

1Geometric relations and semantic property include {to the left of, to the
right of, in front of, behind of} and {color, shape, category}, respectively.



described in natural language descriptions. The visual resid-
ual information (obtained from VRD) along with the orig-
inal image sequence is fed into PRD to reason about the
underlying human preferences.

Given a set of images I and a sequence of visual residuals
V for each image pair in I, we formulate PRD that infers
preferred objectives within the set of predefined preferences:

PRD(I,V) → lpreference,

where lpreference denotes the inferred preferences based on
the visual residual information. Specifically, we define a
preference set containing nine elements for the few-shot
prompting method2:

Rearrange objects with the same color.
Group objects by the same shape.
Make objects into a horizontal line.
. . .

Based on the above preference set, PRD infers the user
preferences ( highlighted ) with previously obtained visual
residual components (in gray):

Let’s try to analyze images and infer the user’s preference.
Based on previous visual residuals: [Visual Residuals]
Preference: Rearrange objects with the same color.

We note that our method is capable of inferring human
preferences in an open-ended manner without giving a
predefined preference set. However, explicitly giving the
preference set is more effective in terms of evaluating the
performance of our method and baselines.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we designed our experiments to ad-
dress the following questions: (1) Can our proposed Visual
Reasoning Descriptor (VRD) capture both semantic and
geometric properties from images during tabletop manip-
ulation tasks? (2) Can our proposed Preference Reasoning
Descriptor (PRD) accurately predict human preferences by
utilizing visual residuals extracted from raw observations in
multiple manipulation scenarios?

A. Baselines & Metrics

We compare our method with other baselines, including
large language models and a linear preference extractor. For
fair comparisons on visual reasoning, we utilize the same
visual reasoning module (i.e., GPT-4V [6]).

• MLLM-Naive: An ablation of our approach that does
not use the Visual Reasoning Descriptor and Preference
Reasoning Descriptor. MLLM-Naive infers scene de-
scriptions for consecutive image pairs in a similar way
to our method but without using the VRD template.
Then, this baseline interprets the preference directly,
using only an entire image sequence in a single inter-
action.

2The whole prompts can be found on https://joonhyung-lee.github.io/vpi/

Real-world Experiment: Household

Model SRVRD ↑ SRPRD ↑
Spatial Pattern Semantic

MLLM-CoVR (Ours) 0.63±0.08 0.67 0.67
MLLM-Naive 0.28±0.19 0.17 0.33
MLLM-L2R - 0.17 0.33

MDPE - 0.50 0.67

TABLE I: The number of SRVRD (mean±standard deviation)
indicates the success rate of predicting visual residuals in be-
tween images. The SRPRD metric measures the effectiveness
of preference reasoning, evaluating the ability of the method
to infer user preferences. A higher number indicates better
performance.

• MLLM-L2R: Inspired by Language-to-Reward
(L2R) [11], this baseline extracts normalized object
2D position (ranging from 0.0 to 1.0) information
for feature computation. Subsequently, we integrate
a code snippet generation module that produces a
piece of code to compute preference weights using the
obtained object positions.

• Mutual-Distance-based Preference Extractor (MDPE):
This baseline assumes that human preferences are de-
terministic, following a linear user model as discussed
in prior works [12], [13]. Within the framework of
linear models, MDPE computes the preference weights
for each specific feature based on pre-defined functions
using the mutual distances between objects and then
derives the preference from these weights.

Our evaluation metrics are the success rate of Visual
Reasoning Descriptor (SRVRD) and the success rate of Pref-
erence Reasoning Descriptor (SRPRD) for the given image
sequences. In particular, SRVRD is calculated based on the
visual residual between the image sequences and is defined
as follows:

SRVRD =
1

N − 1

N−1∑
k=1

(∑
l∈Vk

I(l = l̂)

|Vk|

)

where | · | means the number of elements in the set and I
represents an indicator function that checks whether each
element l within the predicted response Vk matches its
corresponding element l̂ in the ground truth visual residual
V̂k for each consecutive image pair. The elements of Vk and
V̂k include (lsemantic

k , lgeometric
k , ldescription

k ), and their respective
ground truth counterparts (l̂semantic

k , l̂geometric
k , l̂description

k ).
On the other hand, SRPRD is measured according to the

predicted preference that matches the ground truth. The
preference criteria for each scene are manually designed.
We formulate SRPRD as follows:

SRPRD =
1

M

M∑
i=1

I(lpreference
i = l̂preference

i )

where the indicator function I checks for a match between
predicted description and ground truth preferences. SRPRD
evaluates whether the predicted preferences lpreference

i are in
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Fig. 3: Running Example of CoVR. This example illustrates the application of CoVR in a scenario where objects are
rearranged based on their category. The result of each visual residual shows the model’s ability to identify semantic and
geometric properties of objects, emphasizing the practical utility of CoVR in tasks that require a visual understanding of
object properties and spatial relationships. See more videos and tasks at https://joonhyung-lee.github.io/vpi/

alignment with the ground truth preferences l̂preference
i across

a defined set of scenes.

B. Household Task: Real-world Demonstration

a) Setup: The Household Task includes three object
types: Fruits, Snacks, and Beverages. This task focuses on
placing objects based on the semantic properties or within
the spatial patterns, including preferences for both semantic
and spatial arrangements. We evaluate our approach in real-
world tabletop environments with a 6-DoF UR5e manipula-
tor with an OnRobot RG2 gripper.

b) Results: The metric of SRVRD, presented in Table I
compared the visual reasoning performance of our approach
against the ablation of our method, which was evaluated
six times respectively. Especially the results of 0.63±0.08
demonstrated the superior visual reasoning ability of our
method. In contrast, the MLLM-Naive model showed a
limited ability in extracting visual signals between images
with SRVRD of 0.28±0.19 for the same task. This result
highlights the effectiveness of our VRD template-based
approach in recognizing the visual residuals within image
sequences.

In the preference reasoning experiment, each type of
preference was evaluated six times and performance was
measured in terms of SRPRD. As illustrated in Fig. 3, in
each step, the robot performed to move objects and captures

images. The results of our method in Table I indicate
the balanced performance of our method in spatial pat-
tern and semantic preference reasoning. Compared to other
MLLM-based approaches, they showed subpar performance
in recognizing spatial patterns and semantic properties. We
can notice that MLLM tends to misunderstand the spatial
arrangements or semantic properties of objects without
explicit annotation by VRD. While MDPE performs as
effectively as our approach for both types of preference,
it remains highly dependent on the need for handcrafted
features. These results support the practical effectiveness of
our method and support its successful application in real-
world scenarios.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce a Visual Preference Inference
(VPI) task, designed to infer user preferences using visual
reasoning from a series of images in the context of tabletop
object manipulation. We have demonstrated the effectiveness
of our method in interpreting spatial relations from image
sequences and inferring preferences in real-world tabletop
environments. Our work presents a significant step toward
enhancing the ability to understand preferences in manipu-
lation tasks, opening avenues for further research in the field
of reasoning preferences in the robotics domain.

https://joonhyung-lee.github.io/vpi/
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